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Aircrack-ng GUI is an application that features a user-friendly interface and allows novice users to perform the powerful WEP cracking tasks, along with other functions. The features that Aircrack-ng GUI features are the following: • Brute force attack, or “fast WEP cracking”, is used for decrypting or discovering WEP keys. • Usage of
KoreK attack, which is a way of finding the key for the whole network. • Identifying the type of chipset in the wireless card. • Usage of the FMS attack, which makes the process complete faster compared to other applications dedicated to WEP cracking. • Possibility to adjust the intensity of the various attacks, as well as the level of
CPU usage. • Brute force attack for WPA cracking. • Possibility to specify the ESSID and BSSID, along with the type of brute force attack, if needed. • Possibility to alter the network or the keys to be cracked. • Options for single or multithreaded brute force attacks. • Possibility to list the decrypted WEP keys by ESSID or BSSID. •
Possibility to list the decrypted WPA keys by ESSID or BSSID. • Possibility to save the decrypted key as a hex file. • Possibility to save the decrypted key as a text file. • Possibility to save decrypted WEP and WPA key as a dump file, IVS file, or CAP file. • Possibility to filter out data packet by source MAC address. • Possibility to
filter out data packet by destination MAC address. • Possibility to filter out data packet by source and destination IP address. • Possibility to filter out data packet by protocol. • Possibility to filter out ICMP data packet. • Possibility to filter out the lost data packet. • Possibility to select the encryption algorithm and key size. • Possibility
to change the WPA encryption mode. • Possibility to activate or deactivate KoreK attack. • Possibility to activate or deactivate PTW attack. • Possibility to activate or deactivate FMS attack. • Possibility to activate or deactivate the PTW attack. • Possibility to activate or deactivate the KoreK attack. • Possibility to activate or deactivate
the FMS attack. •
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The software can be downloaded from the internet, as indicated in the picture, for Windows 7 and above, and from [i] here for Windows XP and below. If you are interested in a manual, you can find it in the documentation folder, in addition to the installation file. The program is compatible with the following drivers: NIC Driver
Wireless LAN Card Driver Broadcom 802.11 Driver IEEE 802.11ac Driver Intel Device Name Driver Additional Drivers, *, and *% The setup.exe file (in the zip archive) should be saved in a folder where your main folder is. In addition to all of these, the Aircrack-ng GUI is compatible with the following programs: Process Explorer
Wireshark FruityLoops Software like this for encryption keys When Aircrack-ng GUI is launched, a Wizard appears with several options, as shown in the following picture. Install Aircrack-ng GUI and Acquire WEP Keys Configuration of the Software: In the General section, one can configure the type of encryption algorithm he is
trying to crack, the key size, and if the WEP or WPA-PSK keys are static or if they are modified by the user. In the Options section, one can specify the ESSID (Extended Service Set Identification) or the BSSID (Basic Service Set Identification), in addition to activating single or multithreaded brute force attack. On the Confirm Change
and Clear Checkboxes, users can select if the changes have been saved or not, as well as, if they want to reset the settings. In the Statistics section, one can view the number of frames processed and the time taken to process them, as well as the number of keys generated or already processed. To acquire WEP or WPA-PSK keys, just click
on the Start button. Basic WEP and WPA-PSK Key Cracking: After a few seconds, the Software will generate a keylist, containing all the possible keys in WEP format, if the encryption algorithm is implemented by Microsoft. In the left panel, one can see the number of keys already generated or already processed. In addition, one can
see, under the Key column, the ESSID or BSSID for which the key was generated or already processed. The brute

What's New In Aircrack-ng GUI?

Aircrack-ng GUI is built on GTK+ 2, so you can install and run it on Linux without any prerequisites. In addition, it is designed to be compatible with both GNOME and KDE desktop environments, which is why it includes a graphical user interface. It supports multiple languages such as English, French, German, Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese, Russian, Korean and Chinese. If you are planning to use Aircrack-ng GUI on Windows, keep in mind that you will need to install the GTK libraries, which are free, and then the Microsoft C runtime. Other options for Aircrack-ng GUI on Windows include x11vnc and freeradius. Installation: As mentioned earlier, you will
need to download the application, as well as the required libraries, if they are not already available, and then extract all the files to your computer. If you are running Ubuntu, you can do so from the default Ubuntu Software Center. If you are using Windows, you can download the Aircrack-ng GUI from its official website, click on the
Download now button, select a file name and save it on your computer. Once you have saved the Aircrack-ng GUI, run it on your computer. If you are a newbie who needs some help, you can follow the instructions in the user guide located on the official website of Aircrack-ng GUI. Usage: As mentioned earlier, Aircrack-ng GUI is a
complex utility that should only be used by authorized network administrators. If you are an experienced user, you can easily determine which chipset is in your wireless card, then follow the steps in the user guide. If you are a novice, you can use the menu option, then select the tab containing the ESSID and the BSSID. If you have
activated brute force, select the destination and the source IP addresses of the connection. If you have selected single thread or multithreaded brute force attacks, you can either select a specific IP address or list all of them. If you have activated KoreK attacks, you can either select a specific IP address or list all of them. If you have
activated PTW attacks, you can either select a specific address or list all of them. After you have selected all the required options and are ready to begin cracking, you can simply click on the begin button. Aircrack-ng GUI is a complex utility that should only be used by authorized network administrators looking to retrieve the password
of wireless networks they are managing or when they are trying to determine which security keys need to be replaced by more powerful ones. The application can efficiently recover 802.11 WEP and WPA-PSK keys after it has processed a so-called capture file, such as CAP, PCAP, IVS or DUMP, which was created after enough data
packets were recorded
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System Requirements:

Windows XP/Vista/7/8 Memory: Minimum 2 GB HDD: 3 GB Graphics: OpenGL compatible video card Keyboard and Mouse (Playable with most gamepads) and free space: ~10 GB (If you have no space left on your harddrive install on the SD card) Linux: Memory: Minimum 512 MB (Play
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